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Black Spectrum

Volume 29 No. 2

South Metropolitan
Regional Leadership Center
by Oscar Mardis

Tahtia Smalling, BSA
president, presenting poetry at "Black Spectrum"

As
African
American History Month
came to a close, Governors
State University witnes ed the grand finale on
Saturday, February 26'h.
"Black Spectrum,"
the 3'd Annual Black Stu-

dents Association (BSA)
dinner dance, was well
planned and organized by
Tahtia Smalling, president
of the BSA .
Smalling extended
a warm welcome and thank
you to the crowd for their
upport, followed by a
guest speaker, Craig
Hodges, former member of
the Chicago Bulls. He
shared words of support
and scholarship with the
celebrants of the event.
The festivities included a wide variety of
music, an extensive dinner
buffet, and shared poetry
and music experiences.
Several students,
faculty and staff members,
and friend of the GSU community attended the celebration. The evening was enjoyed by everyone.

more photos in Arts & Entertainment

Do you ever wonder
what's in that new looking
building on the left side of the
road as you enter Governors
State Univeristy on Univerity Drive from Stuenkel Road
(otherwise known as University Parkway)? Well if you
have not wondered, I sure
have!
I have been up and
down University Drive on so
many occasions and have
tried to picture what educationa) things might be going
on in that building. This trime ter I did not have to guess
anymore because I was fortunate enough to get a job working with some fantastic
people l· n that but"ldt"ng
·
The building that I am referring to is called the Outreach •

The Regional Leader hip
Center, headed by Larry
McClellan, will celebrate its
five-year anniver ary in May.
I know that orne of

and Technology Services
(OTS) building. The Center for
Extended Learning and Communications
Services
(CELCS) Tech nology Ser'
vices, and the South Metropolitan Regional Leadership
Center (SMRLC) or Regional
Leadership Center (to shorten

you may wonder what i the
significance of this article to
you; I will explain. Many of
you are working students that
have tt"es to the local community and are often involved in
events that relate to your jobs
or concern you as parents. The
Regional Leadership Center

Oscar Mardis, managing
editor, works at the OTS
ld
bui ing
-------the title) are hou ed there.
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__h_e_n_o_m_e_n_a_l_e_v_e_n_t
by Cindy Kansoer-Schneider
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Don Bell, Stude lit Life Special Projects
director, preparing the reception celebrating Women s History Month

As Don Bell, Student
Life's director of Special
Projects, took a tO-minute break
from his bu y chedule to eat
orne dinner, he became an easy
target to ferret information out
of about upcoming events.
He has mastered the amazing ta k
of conver ing with one person
and taking down information
from another without scrambling
the two activities . Thi instance
was no exception as Bell spoke
with Jean Hickey, president of
Student in Communication, jotted notes on the corner of a
newspaper regarding the club's
needs, and excitedly poke of a
major event, the Phenomenal
Women Dinner.
"Everyone will have a
chance to honor a real woman in
their lives," explained Bell between gulps of chili.
continued on page 6
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co-sponsors several events
ranging from the recent Open
Space Congress held on Saturday, March II, 2000 to the
Early Childhood Conference
scheduled for March 18, 2000.
The South Suburban
Association for the Education
of Young Children, SSAEYC,
will be holding its annual conference. The Regional Leadership Center, working with GSU
faculty in early childhood
education and a regional planning group have teamed up to
put together another conference for the outh region . The
early childhood annual conference is an in-service experience for early childhood
educators from birth to grade
three. There will be workshops
geared toward infant , toddlers, pre chool and kindergarten. This also include topics of intere t for special education teachers, child care
centers taff and directors,
family child care providers, ineluding parents.
The Regional Leadership Center will also co-sponsor its annual Diver ity Dinners on April ,
. I know
6 2000
that you may be wondering,
continued on page 6
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I recently attended the lllinois Board of
Higher Education/ Student Advisory Committee/
Executive Board meeting at the College of Lake
County on February 19-20.
Jim Mitchell who chairs the Academic Affairs Subcommittee hosted the Executive Board at
CLC last weekend. The Executive Board, which is,
referred to as theE-Board met at I :30 p.m. on February 19,2000.
The Vice-Chair John Thompson from the
University of Illinois in Springfield presided over
the meeting serving as chair of the Executive Board.
Student Board Member Troy Arnoldi who erves as
a voting member of the Illinois Board of Higher education was pre ent. He reported on the current issues of the Access and Diver ity committee that he
serves on as a member of Illinois Board of Higher
Education.
Secretary Jennifer McNeeley was present.
Chair Sarah Price and Alternate Board Member Jim
Philips was ab ent. The first item of business was a
brief reminder to the executive board by Chair
Amanda Saenz of the External Affairs Sub-committee to turn in all pertinent information regarding the
subcommittees and sectors. Saenz, with the aid of
the webmaster, can tart developing the lllinois
Board of Higher Education /Student Advi ory Committee Webpage.
The administration of CLC gave a presentation on the "Illinois Virtual Campu " which are
on-line classes that gives people at their jobs or
home easy acces to clas es. The CLC has implemented the "Illinois Virtual Campus" into their educational advancement as a community college.
CLC was presented with questions from the
Executive Board, and CLC agreed that these on-line
classes would give easy access to people with disabilities, people with families, military and student
government on-line. Perhaps, ometime in the near
future Governors State University will research these
on-line classes and probably implement this virtual
campus. The idea of Student Government on-line
may be a reality one day.
My major reservation about the virtual campus centers around the idea that this new approach
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to student access will limit human contact and create a void in communication regarding oral presentations that commonly involves groups of student
that learn to speak in front of an audience and convey mes ages. This i es entia) in the workforce.
After the presentation of the "Illinois Vir-

The second item on the agenda was how
the Election meeting was going to be cheduleD.
The Election meeting will be held on April2, 2000 at
Governors State University.
After
hours of discussion on the topic with the aid of the
Election Host, we devised a schedule for the upcoming Election meeting. The ho tis Claude Robert
Hill, IV. TheE-board adjourned for the evening and
had dinner at CLC.
The next morning the Executive Board meeting was reconvened at 10:30 a.m. Chair Sarah Price
was present. Secretary McNeeley did roll call and
the first item of business was the status of the Student Trustee Law/House Bill 4182 which deals with
the language surrounding student and faculty conflicts such as students voting on faculty issues. This
issue is still in discussion.
We are in the process of revising our byJaws and the approval of the by-Jaws will come from
the committee of the whole at the April 1-April 2,
2000 election meeting at Governors State University. The Committee of the Whole (COW) is the final
body of the Illinois Board of Higher Education/Student Advisory Committee that decides whether any
issue will be approved.
The last issue was convincing the e-board
that the vice-chairs should be given the a right to
vote. The vice-chairs are still in the process of at·
taining that goal. The meeting was adjourned at 3:45
p.m. George Ceska III, a student senator from Governors State University attended the conference a
an ob erver. He was included in the Executive Board
minutes.
I would like to acknowledge that Paul
Stovall, the IBHE/SAC student representative from
Governors State Univer ity and ha served in the
po ition for almost two years, resigned on February
16, 2000 from the Illinois Board of Higher Educa-

tual Campus," given by the administration ofCLC, I
gave each member of the executive board representing various Community Colleges, Private Institutions, and Public Universities a copy of the latest
GSU student publication called INNOVATOR. Many
of the Executive Board members said that the paper
was better than their school's newspaper. The administration of CLC said that the INNOVATOR was
better than their school's newspaper. I would like to
congratulate the editor -in- chief of the INNOVATOR and her staff on a job well done.

tion/Student Advisory Committee. The new student
representative is myself, Claude Robert Hill, IV. I
have erved as the alternate student representative
on IBHE/SAC. Good luck in your Graduate Studies,
Paul!
If anyone needs to contact me concerning the Illinois Board of Higher Education/Student Advisory Committee/Election conference on
Apri I 1- 2, 2000, plea e call: (708) 534-7054 or my
home number: (773) 536-3413. I can bee-mailed at
Dr_Ciaudehill @hotmail.com

•
:

by
Claude Hill, IV

•
:
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The INNOVATOR has received articles requesting reprints . While it is agreed that
the articles are of great interest, to print the
submissions without the expressed wrinen
permission of the publication or direct submission from the author would violate copyrights.
The INNOVATOR reserves the right to edit
all submi sions for content and does not
guarantee publication. Submission of text,
gaphic , and photographs entitle the INNO·
VA TOR to the copyright of said materials.
Opinions expressed in this publication does
not necessarily reflect those of the INNOVATOR staff. Reproduction of all or any part
of the INNOVATOR is prohibited without
the ex pre s written permission of the editorin-chief.

Sam's greatest joy came from helping people
Her spirit lives on in a charitable trust fund created to assist
students with physical disabilities seeking a higher education
Tax deductible contributions may be made to:

Samantha Ann Schneider Trust
account number 400006228-6
St Paul Federal Bank
8811 West 159th Street
Orland Hills, Illinois 604 77
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Don't kill the messenger!
by
Cindy Kansoer-Schneider
The news media seems to be
caught in a 'Catch 22' situation of"It's all
your fault!" If someone is not screaming:
"This happened (perhaps a shooting)
because you report too much of this
stuff!" then someone is howling: "Tilis
wouldn't be going on {perhaps a gangrelated shooting) if you had reported more
on the problem!" Either way a person
looks at the situation, what happened is
the media's fault, right? WRONG!
There is a multitude of reporters dedicated to accurate, informative,
and responsible journalism. The earmarks of these incredible entities are an
insatiable curiosity and the undaunted
need to share. The investigative reporter
goes one step further in that she/he must
discover the source of a happening and,
if negative results are found, report the
findings in the interest of informing the
general public. It is an attempt to take a
'bad' situation and make it 'good.' This,
of course, is an over-simplification of perspectives, but it presents somewhat of
an idea of what drives a reporter to do
what he/she does; that is report.
But a reporter must report without bias. Or, at least, this perspective is
drummed into the heads of reporters by a
mentor, if not within a classroom; a fair
attempt is made to be objective by the
many authors of the news. However,
everyone has an opinion and, though a
reporter makes every attempt to prevent
bias from appearing in his/her work, a
slant may sometimes be seen within a
story. Oft times, it is not what is said. but
what is not said as was the case with
William L. Rivers, a Washington correspondent for The Reporter magazine in
196>.

The 1960 presidential candidates, Senator John Fitzgerald Kennedy
(D) and Vice President Richard Milhouse
Nixon (R), as well as Rivers, found themselves in Missouri. While Kennedy campaigned making speeches of support for
the Civil Rights movement, Nixon demonstrated his advocacy of equal rights.
Unbeknownst to Nixon, he had
stopped at a motel that was segregated.
He refused to allow his campaign entourage (one of the members of the group
was African American) to stay at the
motel if the segregation policy was not
changed immediately. Needless to say,
the motel became integrated.
Rivers reported on the many fme
speeches of Kennedy and his professed
support of equal rights. However, he
omitted the confrontation that took place
between Nixon and the motel in which
Nixon rose the victor.
Rivers later stated: "Nowhere
did I point out that Richard Nixon integrated a motel, a fact which certainly
would have helped win (African American) votes. I did not omit this consciously.'' He had fallen prey to 'selective perception.'
Yet, even if a story is void of
bias and the reporter wrote with exceedingly accurate, informative, and ethical
prose, there is no guarantee that any or
all of the story will be printed. The criteria of news selection by the media warrant major cuts in the material submitted.
There is an old adage that ends:
" ... you can't please all of the people all
of the time.'' While the media holds true
to this saying, it does try to balance its
content to please most of the people most
of the time. Obviously, if I0 stories are

submitted on an event, many of the stories are going to be cut. The remaining
stories may or may not be printed in their
entirety, depending on space.
Add to the cutting process the
perspective of what will entertain the reading/viewing audience and only the most
sensational and/or amusing stories make
it through the final cuts.
If it seems that the amount of
news is lacking, consider the amount of
news generated every day. It would be
impossible to cover every news event in
any given area. Not only doesn't personnel allow such an endeavor, but time
and space for the actual printing process
could not handle that type of volume.
The other aspect of such an undertaking
would be how much the audience can
read or watch before an information overload would occur. It is, therefore, impossible to cover all of the news daily, weeki y,
monthly, or even yearly.
It can then be queried why some
stories saturate the media A recent article in USA Today (Periodical) by Steve
Bell, "Kill the messenger! The public condemns the news media," cited the hearings on Clinton. As he pointed out, when
Gennifer Aowers made her accusations,
the mainstream media downplayed it.
When Paula Jones lodged her charges,
she was "trashed by the media." But
when information was confirmed alleging reckless conduct on the part of
Clinton and Monica Lewinsky, the story
was different. The issue was alleged improprieties while on the job in the White
House. Clinton already knew that he was
suspect and vulnerable on the issues of
infidelity and possible sexual harassment
Moreover, he had lied to the news media

26th Annual Third World Conference
Third World and Global Development:
Continuing the Search for a New Paradigm

March 16-18, 2000
Swissotel, Chicago
Since its inception in 1975, the Third World Conference series has accumulated an
impressive history of dedication to the discussion of challenges facing the development
of the Third World and to seek possible and practical solutions to the problems of the
Third World and Diaspora.
The Third World Conference Foundation's Mission Statement is: By the end of
the 1990s the hopes and the aspirations of a significant number of nations of the Third
World are noundering upon the realities of the global economy. By invitlna the nations
of the world to be part of the annual Third World Conference the Third World Conference Foundation is presenting a unique platform for discourse and exchange about the
problems and future prospects for Third World development.
The first conference was held on the campus of Governors State University on
April 26. 1975. The focus was "Content and Career Opportunities of African, Asian, and
Latin American Studies Proarams" with a goal to identify contributions to Third World
development. The keynote speaker was Dr. Victor Uchendu, University of Illinois,
Champaign-Urbana. Since that time, the Conference has expanded at a remarkable rate.
March marks the 26'b anniversary of the Third World Conference that features
"Third World and Global Development: Continuing the Search for a New Paradigm." The
Swissotel in Chicago is the site where issues in economic, political, cultural, educational,
environmental and several other social perspectives will be examined and addressed in
keynote sessions and workshops. The Conference will pursue new thinking with resards
to the concept of 'Third World' from perspe-ctive of changing global order.
The 26'~ Annual Third World Conference begins Thursday. March 16'• and continues through Saturday, March 18, 2000. Participants of the Conference are afforded the
opportunity to meet with international scholars. activists. leaders, writers, and policy
analysts through panels, workshops, and exhibits to discuss and share experiences involving global Third World and Diaspora development.
Undergraduate and graduate students can earn three elective credit hours by participating in this event. Refer to the winter academic schedule or consult with the
Registrar's office for registration information. Registration for non-credit participation
can be made on site daily for those who cannot attend the entire conference.
The history and archives of the Third World Conference Foundation, as well as
information on the 26'11 Annual Third World Conference program, can be accessed at
www,twcfinterpatjonal.ora.

and journalists who had bought into the
White House 'spin' on earlier accusations. They were embarrassed and responded with the same fury that marked
the Watergate coverage.
This may have been overkill, but
not to the reporters and news media who
take their jobs and responsibilities to their
audiences seriously.
If it seems that the news media
is unpredictable, ask most journalists,
editors, and news production personnel
how predictable the audiences of the
news media really are. Rivers summoned
it up nicely when he stated that the audiences " ... will continue to expose their
minds largely to that with which they already agree ... see what they want to
see ... guard their prejudices with selective retention ... retain precisely what they
want to retain so as to remain in uninjured possession of their quirks and idiosyncrasies."
Next time you react to a tory
you read or view, check out what your
perspective was before you were exposed
to the story. Better yet, Thomas Kunkel,
American Journalism Review, Jan./Feb.
2000, proposed "A contract with the media." It seems that a colleague stated
that, perhaps, it was time for someone to
write about the people's obligation to the
press. I have to admit this does seem a
bit backwards from the usual way of
thinking. In fact, Kunkel may have been
right when he suggested that this line of
thinking was a matter of "man bites dog."
This may not be such a bad
idea-a contract (appears on page 6) between the media and news consumerswhen you think about it. It may even
promote understanding of what's happening around us and it certainly beats
killing the messenger.

The nation •s leader in college
marketing is seeking an
energetic, entrepreneurial
student for the position of
campus rep.
•
•
•
•

Great earnings
Set your own hours
Part-time
No sales involved
• 5-10 hours per week

American Passage Media, Inc.
Campus Rep Progrdm
Seattle, WA

800.487.2434 Ext.4651
campusrep

n

amer1 can passage. com
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Conceptions of substance abuse
by
Bill Olson
sense . The efforts of health professionals to inform the general
public that substance abuse is a
legitimate medical condition have
finally begun to bear fruit. Instead of "just saying no ," we are
asking , "Why? " And science is
offering some insightful answers.
The issue of substance
abuse i too complex to offer any
sweeping generalizations, but researchers have discovered that
there is more to the story than
economic status and social stressors. Drugs added to the bloodstream have the potential to permanently alter neural pathways .
This means that once you have
ingested a drug, there is no turning back. Scientists say that
once the brain becomes accustomed to being administered a
drug, the continued acquisition
of the drug becomes the primary
motivator of behavior. In a
sense, the need to get high shortcircuits the brain, rendering all
other life pursuits secondary.
Getting to work, getting

the kids to school, or getting the
rent paid takes a backseat to getting high. Thus, it is not so much
the psychoactive properties of
the drug itself that is the cause
of aberrant or antisocial behavior characteristic of drug abus ers . Rather, it is the overriding
need for the drug that supercedes
everything else, driving people
to all ends to satisfy their crav in g .
The reasons people use
drugs in the first place is equally
complex. But the latest evidence
points to chemical deficiencies
in the brain. Whether it be low
levels of dopamine, serotonin, or
adrenaline, people begin to use
drugs because the biochemistry
of the brain predisposes them to
do so. And once that initial dose
is taken, the slippery slope begins.
Drug abuse in America is,
unfortunately, a highly politicized issue. The percentage of
prison inmates incarcerated for
drug related offenses is stagger-

'Opinions from our readers...........

and language of a television rolemodel. The amount of television a
child can absorb is much greater
than before. In many households
today, the T.V. set has become an
electronic baby sitter. There are
close to 90 million television sets
in the United States, being used on
the average more than seven hours
a day.
There are definitely solutions to some of these problems,
especially violence. The most recent solution that our government
sees a step in the right direction is
the V -Chip . In every 13 inches or

New York Yankee Darryl
Strawberry is in trouble once
again . A recent drug screen
came up po itive for the third
time this year. Strawberry has a
long history of sub lance abuse,
so the latest test results should
come as a shock to no one .
Last week , Strawberry
seemed at ea e when reporters
questioned him of the results of
his drug creen and his ubse quent meeting with Bud Selig,
commissioner of Major League
Baseball. In no way did Strawberry show himself to be an irresponsible or deeply apologetic
criminal addict. His answers reflected a very frank and up-front
disposition, conveying a sense
of understanding and admission
of his condition . Perhaps this is
the first sign of the end of ignorance when it comes to substance
abuse.
People are just now beginning to understand that substance abuse has nothing to do
with one's character or moral

What exactly are our
children watching?
by Katerina Stergiopoulous
Today, more than 2.5 billion people regularly watch television on 740 million et in more
than 160 countries. Everyday
250,000 new television sets roll off

production lines. Critics of television call it the "idiot box", but television remains a truly remarkable
invention.
Problems are erupting from
children who are watching television. Some say that the conflict
develops with children watching
too much television, and then repeating some of the violent acts

ing, as is the amount of ignorance
toward tho e truggling with
chemical dependency . Hope fully, the travails of Darryl Strawberry can serve as an example for
others to come to the realization
that substance abuse is no
longer the mark of a criminal or
weak person.
For the sake of the individuals afflicted with any sort of
addiction, it is time that substance abuse be understood as a
debilitating condition brought on
by physical conditions mostly
out of the control of the abuser.

larger, the V-Chip must be including enabling viewers to program
their televisions to black out content with a common rating. Even
though the V -Chip ha been signed
into law, there are still obstacles
to overcome before it appears in
our television sets.
In my opinion, I believe
that it won't make a difference in
the content of television programming children are exposed to. As a
parent, it is our responsibility to
monitor what our children are
watching, not a V-Chip.
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Any parties interested in applying for these positions should submit a letter of intent indicating the
position she/he is applying for with an attached resume and CV showing qualifications for said position
to:

Geoffroy deLaforcade, professor of Integrative Studies
College of Arts and Sciences
For additional information, call extension 4020
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What's been happening?
GSU APICS Club tours O'Hare
by John W. Grabinski II and David A. Parmenter
Did you know that
O'Hare International Airport
is an alternate emergency
landing site for the space
shuttle? This is one of the
many interesting facts
learned by the members of
the GSU Student Chapter of
The American Production
and Inventory Control Society (APICS ) when they
toured O'Hare on Saturday,
February 5.
APICS is an international organization focused
on the improving the management of business operation . The tour of O'Hare
was designed to allow student to learn more about
airport operations.
Mr. George Vickas, an
operations upervisor for
the Department of Aviation,
City of Chicago, guided the
16-member group on a behind-the-scene bus and
walking tour that vi ited all
corner of the huge facility.
We even got to go up in the
control tower!
Exactly what are operations? To put it simply, operations at an airport consist
of the various processes that
keep the runways clear and
allow the planes to continue
landing and taking off. This,
obviously, involves the
management of the control
tower, but it al o includes
many other tasks as well.
Some of the other jobs at an
airport that might fall under
the umbrella of operations
are ecurity, fire-fighting,
and building and equipment
maintenance.
Keeping the planes
moving is both crucial and
complex tasks at a giant airport like O'Hare. O'Hare has
seven runways (six of which
inter ect) handling approximately 2,600 flights per day.
When it is busiest, there is a
take-off or landing approximately every twenty-two
seconds.

The highlight of the closed down for long periods
tour for many of us was a of time. Clearing the runtrip to the control tower. ways during a heavy snow
This is the true command requires a carefully choreographed dance involving
center of the airport.
The air traffic control- dozens of pieces of large
lers make use of an exten- equipment. First, plows push
ive array of computerized the snow into a long line that
equipment to manage in- can be piled as high as six to
coming and outgoing eight feet. The giant snow
flights. The controllers blowers travel down the line
must work closely together. of snow, throwing it as much
For instance, on an outgo- as 300 feet off the runway.
ing flight one controller su- The inch or two of snow is
pervises the plane's move- then pushed off the side of
ment from the gate to the the runway by a series of girunway and then another ant sweeping machines. Ficontroller supervises the nally, de-icer is applied to the
take-off. The controllers runway surface. All of this
must handle a wide variety activity has to occur as
of information for each air- quickly as possible because
plane, including airline, the control tower wants its
flight number, origination, runway back.
destination and the various
Operations personnel
control towers that will take have to handle occasional
a role in supervising the non-weather emergencies as
well. And when an emerflight.
Handling emergen- gency involves something as
cies is one of the most cru- large as an airliner, it often
cial operations tasks. In requires many people and a
Chicago, "emergency" fre- lot of time to fix the problem.
quently means "snow." A large plane ran just off the
Vickas showed us a large end of the runway. Its wheel
warehouse filled with ex- sunk down deeply into the
pensive snow removal soft ground and it took eight
equipment. O'Hare needs to hours to dig the wheel out.
have the best equipment This little accident delayed
possible, and plenty of it, 500 flights.
On another occasion, a
because the airport is so
busy that it can't afford to plane missed the runway.
have any of its runways Operations needed to build a
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new road and bring in a
huge crane with a special
cradle in order to remove the
plane from where it came to
rest. This action took 38
hours. After the plane was
removed, the ground around
the site had to be excavated
so that the soil could be
treated for jet fuel contamination.
Some of the other points
of interest we saw at O'Hare
include:
The fire training facility,
one of the top five such
facilities in the country.
It consists of a clas room building and two
large mock-up planes,
one of which is used to
simulate whole-plane
fires and one of which
is used to simulate localized
fire .
Firefighters come from
all over the country to
train here and participate in an annual competition .
One of the three 0' Hare
firehouses manned by
the Chicago Fire Department. These facilities are strategically
placed so that, per
NTSB rules, personnel
can respond to an emergency anywhere in the
airport within five minutes.
The pressurization
chamber, which simulates the environment
found at high altitudes,
that is used to te t any
luggage or cargo suspected of containing
explosives that would
be triggered by altitude.
The area for cargo-only
carriers, including Federal Express, United
Parcel Service and DHL.
Evidence of a rapidly
globalizing economy,
the air-cargo carriers
occupy a signi fie ant
and growing portion of
the grounds and constitute the bulk of the
night flight traffic.
One of the two large
generators,
each
housed in a building
the size of a ten-car garage, that together provide enough power to
supply the entire airport. To avoid emergency situations, this
alternate energy source

is activated whenever
bad weather suggests
that Com Ed might have
an impending outage.
The recently vacated
military area (O'Hare
was originally a military
airport facility known
as Orchard Field) now
used for YIP's. Its location remote from the
main terminals makes it
a prime location for security reasons . This is
where Air Force One
lands when it's in Chicago.
There are several major
improvement projects at
O'Hare that are either ongoing or in the planning
stages. One current project
involves the development of
a chemical containment system . Because of the dangerous nature of both jet fuel
and the propylene glycol
used to de-ice the planes, the
Environmental Protection
Agency mandate
that
O'Hare mu t develop thecapability to capture and treat
every drop of water that falls
on its grounds. Future
projects include Mayor
Daley's World Gateway Program that proposes two new
terminals and federal in pection facilities.
On the average, 180,000
passengers pass through
O'Hare each day. Inevitably,
some of them complain. Interestingly enough, the
most common complaint
doesn't concern things like
delayed flights, long walks
from the parking area to the
terminals, or expensive food.
The most common complaint
involves the bathrooms.
Thus, O'Hare management
has put a lot of effort into
improving them.
O'Hare, which is run by
the City of Chicago, "makes
a profit." And thus it helps
to balance the city's budget.
Everyone felt the tour
worthwhile as it provided an
educational experience with
practical applications in a
real setting. We had a lot of
fun, too. If you would like
more information about the
GSU Student Chapter of
APICS and upcoming
events, please contact Dr.
Parmenter at (708) 534-4961,
d-parmen@ govst.edu, or in
his office, room C3356. Or
tackle him in the hallway.

rro: All Club leaders and members
From: Student Fee Board
Thank you for your participation in Friday, February 25 111 meeting. Your cooperation was greatly appreciated. Your time and
energy will assist us in better serving the students of Governors State University. We still are faced with hard choices, but we know that
at least all of us understand the task.
We are looking forward to your continued support.
Sincerely,

Student Fee

Bot~rd
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Dinner
from front page
March
is
Women's
Histor~
Month and to celebrate
the occasion, a dinner
hal> been planned. Bell
deviated from the u ual
protocol
where
a
tateswomen or famous
author is honored.
Instead, the focus of this celebration
will be on the tudent
of Governors State
University and the
women who have had a
major effect on them.
He explained that few
women (compared to
the vast population)
gain notoriety, but lack
of recognition does not
make women's contributions less valuable.
This event will give the
students a chance to
recognize and honor a
woman that made a difference in their lives.
A nominee can
be any woman: mother,
si ter.
daughter,
friend, mentor. colleague, etc.
Bell stated, "The
person hosting someone gets to decide what
makes a phenomenal
women."
Participants are
invited to submit a
statement up to 250
words describing the
woman in their lives.
The submi sions will
appear in a souvenir
program the evening of
the event.
The
guest
speaker at the dinner
will be Nelvia Bradley,
former chancellor of
the City Colleges of
Chicago and author of
the
book,
This
Mother's Daughter. A
book-signing event will
precede the dinner
from 3:00 to 5:00 p.m.
The Phenomenal
Women Dinner will
take place on Friday,
March 31 at 6:00 p.m.
in the Hall of Governors. Tickets will cost
$10 each. Information
and/or tickets may be
obtained by calling the
Student Life Service
Office at extension
4550.
Bell swallowed
the last of his dinner
and washed it down with
some Pepsi. He gathered up his newspaper
with hi notes written
upon it and headed
down the hall.
Unooubtedly, Bell would
first attend to the
needs of the Students
in Communication before embarking on making arrangements for a
phenomenal dinner.

:

•e

Thomas Kunkel's Contract with the media

:

•e

•

In a democratic society, perhaps the people should feel a certain obligation where the news media are
concerned-if not for us, exactly, then for themselves.
In that spirit, then, I advance a modest proposal, a kind of Contract with the Media:
For our part, we of the bruised and battered Fourth Estate promise to cover the news for you as fully, fairly,
aggressively, and entertainingly as we can.
In return, you, news consumers, oblige yourselves to:
1. Bring an appetite. Today's "media" constitute an astounding smorgasbord, so walk around a bit and sample
the offerings. Salon, the provocative online magazine, is apt to have a very different take on the budget
surplus or HMO reform than the National Review or the New York Times or Rush Limbaugh. Don't make the
mistake of relying on one venue exclusively for your information. Seck out some thoughtful contrariansim.
2. Be skeptical. With all these choices, naturally there's a lot of junk out there. Under tand and differentiate
the e outlets for what they are. Dazzling as they are, online media are our own Wild West. Most syndicated
political radio i really entertainment. Cable TV"s 24-hour news shows have to fill a great maw; they're more
speculative (often irresponsibly so) because they have to keep talking. If the world is really lumping together
Geraldo and Matt Drudge with David Broder and Tom Brokaw these days, the fault belongs at lest as much to
an inattentive public as to the media for confusing it.
3. Be discerning. When you find the good stuff, come back to it. Tell other people about it.
4. Put in some effort. Just becau e you're not in Miss Klempner's current events class anymore doesn't mean
you can stop paying attention. If we bomb Kosovo, check it out on a map. Make some time to read about it.
Get your kids to read. Show them where Kosovo is. Teach them the art of staying informed.
S. Be interactive. Interactivity has nothing to do with computers-it's an attitude. When newspapers and
television stations don't hear from you, their default position is to read that as acceptance, when in fact it's
just inertia. If you see mistakes, give them hell. Call the ombudsman; yell at the Webmaster, write the station
manager. Clip out a flagrant and/or amusing mistake (The New Yorker, supervigilant as it is once printed
during World War II that the island of Guadalcanal is 80 miles wide and 20 miles long), and send it to the editor,
marked up in red lipstick. That always gets attention.
6. Demand substance. If you local TV station leads every newscast with the crime du jour, or if your paper
refuse to print stories about what's happening in Russia or Indonesia (or at your state capital or even down
in city hall), holler orne more. Like entertainment programmers, managers of news have gotten into the
disturbing habit of aiming for the lowest common denominator.
7. Don't let us stampede you. In September the Pew Research Center found that people were so unengaged by the
2000 presidential campaign that fewer than half could name one of the two Democratic candidates. Good! At
the time, the election was still 14 month away! Many pundits, some of whom actually attended and wrote
about something called the Iowa straw poll, found this dismaying, but it's just an example of the people trying
to pull the yapping class back to a saner place. Keep them there.
8. Speaking of which: Unless it's a Robert Altman movie, don't watch any show where more than one person at
a time is talking.
9. Give us a break. Understand that we are JUSt like you-fallible, prejudiced, worried, time-stressed to the max.
Journalist make mi takes and plenty of them; lately we've done more apologizing than Bill Clinton. Bust most
of us arc good old goofs, not cynical, premeditated calculations done in league with the guys dispatching the
black helicopters.
10. Keep the faith. We appreciate your patronage, but what we cherish is your respect.

•
•
•
•

Added information: Thomas Kunkel wrote thi afore-printed contract as part of an article, "A contract with the e
media," that appeared in the Jan./Feb. 2000 issue of American Journalism Revtew. For two year . he has been •
editing a series for the magazine addressing the unsteady state of the American newspaper industry. Kunkel is •
also editor and director of the Project on the State of the American Newspaper.
•
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South Metropolitan
continued from front page

Governors
State

what is a Diver ity Dinner? To answer this question
briefly, Diversity Dinners are just as the name implies:
different people getting together to share a meal and
discuss the things that unite us, the things that divide us, and the things that we do not understand.
The purpo e of the diners is to increase understanding in a comfortable and relaxed environment.
The discussions take place at selected homes in the
south suburban community. The dinner is catered and
provided at no cost to either participants or hosts. By
providing an environment, that encourages open conversation and listening, understanding amongst the
participant is increased relating to issues that concern us all. One of the goals of the dinners i to introduce people to one another. AI o, the invited guests
are purposely selected by age, gender, race and
ethnicity to insure that diversity remains the theme of
the evening.
The team at the Regional Leadership Center
ho ts several events that foster collaboration among
groups with similar interests and programs that are
geared toward educating the community. The people
at the Regional Leadership Center seem to be unknown
to most students, but when they put together an event,
it affects hundred in the community. The staff at the
Regional Leadership Center includes: Ron Bean, Director of Outreach; Tom Liska, Director of Technology Development; Mary Tano, Director of Administration; Fern Katz, Coordinator of Volunteers; Thalia
Barrow-Johnson, Program Associate; Lisa Bly, Graduate Assistant; and myself, Graduate Assistant.
For more details about any of the above
events that are coming soon, call (708) 534-4487 and
the staff at the Regional Leadership Center will
assist you.

Universi~

Governors State University (GSU) is seeking
comments from the public about the University in
preparation for its periodic evaluation by its regional
accrediting agency. GSU will undergo a comprehensive evaluation visit April 17-20,2000, by a team
representing the Commission on Institutions of
Higher Education of the North Central Association
of Colleges and Schools. Governors State University
has been accredited by the Commission since 1975.
The team will review the in. titution 's ongoing
ability to meet the Commission's Criteria for
Accreditation and General In titutional
Requirements.
Students are invited to submit comments regarding
the university to:
Public Comment on Governors State University
Commission on Institutions of Higher Education
North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
30 North LaSalle Street, Suite 2400
Chicago, IL 60602
Comments must address substantive matters related
to the quality of the institution or its academic
programs. Comments must be in writing and signed:
comments cannol be treated as confidential.
All comments must be received by March 17,2000.
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·-------------------------------------------------·
:Humor ? .................................. :
·-------------------------------------------------·
From: lucent.com

Bad Hair Day?

Subject: Profe sions Defined

'A statistician is someone who is good with
numbers, but lacks the per onality to be an
accountant.
An actuary is someone who bring a fake bomb
on a plane because that decrease the chance
that there will he another bomb on the plane.
(Laurence J.Peter)
A programmer i liOmeone who sol vel> a problem you didn't know you had in a way you
don't understand.
·

'A mathematician is a blind man in a dark room
looking for a black cat which isn't there.
(Charles R. Darwin)
A topologist is a man who doesn 't know the
difference between a coffee cup and a doughnut.

'A lawyer is a person who writes a 10,000-word
document and calls it a "brief." (Franz Kafka)
A psychologist is a man who watches everyone else when a beautiful girl enters the room.
A professor i one who talks in someone else's
Jeep.
A schoolteacher is a disillusioned woman who
used to think she liked children.
A con ultant is someone who takes the watch
off your wrist and tells you the time.

submitted by Jean Hickey

1
r---------------~
From: lucent.com
1 Ir---------------~I
: Subj ect: The test
: I "For dog bite: put the dog away for several I
I days. If he has not recovered, then ki ll it." I
I T H E FOLLO WI NG A R E ALL QUOTES I I
: FROM II YEAR OLDS' SCIENCE EXAMS : I "For asphyxiation: Apply artificial respiration
I until the patient is dead."
"Water is composed of two gins, Oxygin aod I I
Hydrogin. Oxygin is pure gin. Hydrogin is I 1 "For headcold: use an agonizer to spray the
gin and water."
I I nose until it drop in your throat."
"When you breathe, you inspire. When you
do not breathe, you expire."

"The pistol of a flower is it only protection
again t insects."

"H20 is hot water, and C02 is cold water."

"The alimentary canal is located in the northern part of Indiana."

"Blood flow down one leg and up the other."
"The moon is a planet just like the earth, only
it is even deader."
"Mushrooms alway grow in damp places and
so they look like umbrella ."
"Rhubarb: a kind of celery gone bloodshot."
"Vacuum: A large, empty space where the
pope lives."
"Before giving a blood tran fusion, find out
if the blood is affirmative or negative."
"For a nosebleed: put the nose much lower
than the body until the heart stop ."
"For Fainting: Rub the per on's chest or, if a
lady, rub her arm above the hand instead. Or
put the head between the knees of the neare t medical doctor."

"The skeleton is what is left after the insides
have been taken out and the outsides have
been taken off. The purpo e of the skeleton is
something to hitch meat to."
"The tides are a fight between the Earth and
Moon. All water tends towards the moon, because there is no water in the moon, and nature abhors a vacuum. I forget where the sun
join in this fight."
"A fo sil is an extinct animal. The older it is,
the more extinct it is."
"Equator: A managerie lion running around
the Earth through Africa."
"Germinate: To become a naturalized German."
"Magnet: Somethi ng you fi nd crawling all over a
dead cat.

~---------------~ ~---------------~

From: Chitownet @aol.com
Subject: e-mail from God...
One day God was looking dow n at
Earth and saw all of the evil that was goi ng
on. He decided to send an angel down to Earth
to check it out. So he called one of His best
angels and sent the angel to Earth for a
time.
When she returned she told God, yes
it i bad on Earth, 95% is bad and 5% is good.
Well, he thought for a moment and said maybe
I had better send down a second angel; to
get another point of view. So God called
another angel and sent her to Earth for a time
too.
When the angel returned he went to
God and told him yes, the Earth wa in decline, 95% was bad and 5% was good. God
said this was not good.
So, He decided to E-mail the 5% that
were good and He wanted to encourage them,
give them a little something to help them keep
going.
Do you know what that E-mail said?
You didn't get one either, huh?

If you have a joke, humorus story,
or captioned picture to share with
the GSU community, email it to

cyndil @worldnet.att.net.
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Reflections

~noi\~~\\~

Literary Supplement

Photography by Wayne Perry

Voices in Verse
In celebration of African American History Month, the Black Student Association held a poetry competition, Voices in Verse. Several poets,
primarily students, gathered in Engbretson Hall February 24th to share their poetry and compete for great prises.
The winners and corresponding prizes are:
Sylvester Wright- first place- palm pilot
Marcus Gentry - second place - attache/laptop computer case
Nicole Perry - third place - electronic organizer
Voices in Verse was one of several events organized and presented by the BSA, Tahtia Smalling, president (bottom, center picture, viewers
right) in February in honor of African American History Month. The BSA is thanked for sharing their events with the GSU community.
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Untitled

~

by

Verily Vernal

Alexis
The dialectical pursuit
of becoming the spawn of an unwed couple
who quixotically caresses
the sinorous sound of homonymic phrases
that means more than what is said
to derive and contrive words that create
sentences bombarded with subliminal messages
a clash of colloquialism
that construe statements and decipher the simple
engravings on the heart
the simple fact remains
The Fact remains
But, the fiction rides off into the sunset
The valid becomes validated to the tenth power
A child is born
And the colloquial
Well that still remains a suspense of rhetorical
arguments
having answered the answerable questions
unable to grasp the truth about things unanswered
But, the fact still remains
A child was born
The dialectical pursuit is for winning your favor
above everyone else
Thus, obtaining your heart
To give you an understanding of my heart
I must enter your mind in hopes of affecting your
heart
Because my body response is to the sensuality of
the circumstances
But, my heart response is the result of an overview
of our relationship over time
While, time does play a part in our courtship
It doesn't necessarily perceive or put into proper
focus, the condition of the heart
You and I will love the child that God created
because this child is apart of us
That child is a fact as well as the circumstances
But, the colloquialism and homonymic speeches
just confuses what can easily be stated
How ever, the Circumstances complicate the answers that are from your mind and your heart ·
So, let the dialect reflect all the relics ofphrases
that are on the heart
And, with the engravings of the heart, I will judge
the circumstances
The circumstances doesn't always reflect the
hearts but it does reflect
ACTION
No phrase can change the course of action that
we are pursuing

by

J.W.Amory
The first glimpse of Spring, I saw it, t'was there.
I rose as my instincts suit the foison of the year.
We sat, prayed, touched and spoke without talk
As far Orion o'er the Pacific did walk.
I tossed and turned as I lied next to you
While Aurora scorched the earth, burning anew.
I relied on your heat as I pressed against thee;
For the chill of the night s.tilllingered in me.
But as every Winter does have its end,
The lengthening days spreads warmth over land,
And lends to this life its primal drive
So that our progeny's progeny will surely survive.

Come Discover the Possibilities
at

Governors State University

DISCOVERY DAY
OPEN HOUSE
Saturday, March 25, 2000
8:30 a.m. - Noon
Governors State University
University Park, Illinois
For information and to register, call 708~534~4490
or E~mail: gsunow@govst.edu
Web site: www.govst.edu

Your comfoning
exprc~c,ions of
symp.uhy are
deeply .1ppreciat.ed
clnd will always be
~\r clteful (y

remembered.

:1_1
'J<HnhJit

All.•n Jn,qnnn, ./Y.

Plc.-1.c;c kee11 us in
your JHclycrs as you
wiU rem<1in in our.c,.
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Entertaining Arts
Black Spectrum
Review by Pachina Crook/photos by Cindy Kansoer
Recently, I attended the Black Student Association annual dance, 'The
Black Spectrum." This was the Ia t event to celebrate February as Black History
Month at Governors State University. All Month there have been cultural and

educational activitie for the entire student body.
It was a lively group who came out to support BSA. Tahtia Smalling,
President of BSA thanked everyone for attending and being a part of the celebration . The cost of the ticket included a great buffet and an excellent DJ who played
a variety of music. Also we were treated to an outstanding talent show which
featured poets, singers, and an in trumentali t.
During the night a special gue t, Craig Hodges fonner NBA player with
the Chicago Bulls, made an appearance. He also coached the men's basketball team
at Chicago State University.

Hodges attended the event to give words of encouragement and to share
his knowledge with us. He told Smalling that she should continue to be a voice on
the
of GSU. He chal
brothers and sisters

and lift them up.
Hodge also mentioned that the dance was a celebration of culture and
life and that the whole GSU community should have been there not just the African-American population. In addition to this he aid that economic gain comes
through education.
I had a wonderful time at the BSA 3n1 annual dance. Many people worked
hard to create the event and I would like feedback on why you did-{)r did notattend. Please e-mail me at crook-p@mailcity.com or at tbluc29@blackplanct.com.
This is a chance to voice your opinion.
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What used to be a dilapidated
eyesore of Chicago's lakeshore has
been tran formed from 'a pig's ear into
a silk purse.' Navy Pier, sadly neglected, was the site of worn-out warehouses where a handful of boats,
cruise vessels, and visiting ships were
tied. Other than visit one of the ve sels tied there, embark on a dinner
cruise, or walk along the pier people
watching, there wasn't much to do.
Navy Pier's new face attest
to the changes. The original architecture that marked the beginning and end
of the pier has been preserved. The
solid brick structures tout gable , light
fixtures, and towers reminiscent of
years gone by. The modern architecture ha been blended with the brick
buildings to create a continuous flow.
Beyond the new arch welcoming visitors and marquee announcing
events and features on the pier, the
Children's Museum is first to greet vi itors. Interactive and educational activities are regularly cheduled with
Gumby's World currently operating
through May 7'h. This exhibit allows
children to walk into giant books in
the same fashion as Gumby began his
adventures in his television show.
Navy Pier's IMAX theater,
Loews Cineplex, is located in the Family Pavilion at the entrance. The theater features 440-seating, the largest
flat movie screen that enhances 2D and
3D films, and special headsets
equipped with Personal Sound Environment Digital Sound ystem. FANTASIA 2000 is now playing at the
IMAX.
The newest attraction, the
Smith Museum of Stained Glass Windows is the fir t mu cum in the United
State · dedicated to ·tained gla windows . Approximately 80 percent of the
anticipated 150 windows have been installed. The religious and secular windows are divided by artistic themes:
Victorian, Prairies, Modern, and Contemporary dated from 1870 to present.
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On the Pier
by
Cindy Kansoer-Schneider

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Chicago Shakespeare Theater

•

•

•

••
•

••
•

••
•
••
•
••
•

The Chicago Shakespeare Theater, recently opened October 1999
on Navy Pier, is the new home for the Shakespeare Repertory. The 550-seat
thrust stage theater was patterned after the Swan Theatre of the Royal
Shakespeare Company in Stratford-upon-Avon.
The Metropolitan Pier and Exposition Authority invested $12 million to cover the project's design fees and exterior construction. The
Shake peare Repertory anticipates raising over $10 million over the next
three years to develop the interior of the complex and to establish the site
as a permanent home.
Jim Reilly, CEO of the MPEA expressed pleasure in seeing the
Shakespeare Repertory at Navy Pier since it (repertory) establi hed it elf
as one of Chicago's top nonprofit producing theater. The theater company
i committed to education, youth, and families.
He stated, 'The addition of a year-round theater to Navy Pier has
been our dream since the new Pier's inception."
The lobby and reception area provide view of Lake Michigan
and Chicago's skyline. The corner off of the lobby houses The Pub where
many people gather before and after the show for refreshments and good
conversation. The Book tall, a joint venture with Barbara's Bookstore, can
be found in the same area. Shakespeare's works, critique , garments, and
other memorabilia are available for purchase.
A Midsummer Night's Dream will run until April I ;Ails Well That
Ends Well will run from April 20-June II. Ticket and time information can
be obtained at (312) 595-5600.

•

•

••
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The windows provide insight into
Chicago's cultural, ethnic, and artistic
history.
The is an abundance of restaurants that have expanded to include
Jive jazz, Cafes, and even Bubba Gump
Shrimp Co. In addition to full-service
restaurants, the pier's food court offer people-pleasers from America'
Dog, Connie's Pizza, and Twisted Lizard, to name only three.
Two major attraction are the
Ferris Wheel and Musical Carousel. The
150pfoot-high Ferris Wheel i the mo t
visible attraction. Modeled after the first
Ferris Wheel built for Chicago's 1983
World Colombian Exposition (The Museum of Science and Industry is one of
the original buildings from the Colombian Exposition; can you name the other
four structures?), the wheel provides
breath-taking views of the kyline and
lakefront. McDonald's ponsored the
Ferris Wheel, located west of the Skyline Stage .
The Musical Carousel makes
for a friendly companion to the Ferris
Wheel. It recreates the Pier's Golden
Age of the 1920's with 36 hand-painted
animals designed to represent the different styles used throughout the history of carousels. Hor es, chariots,
and a multitude of other creatures make
up the carou el's animal collection.
The 44-foot carou el features rounding boards with hand-painted scenes
depicting Navy Pier's history. The
carou el is clo ed for the ea on from
mid-November, but it should soon be
open for pleasurable rides.
For those who have a problem with heights or traveling in a circle
or simply wish to travel by elf-propul ion, a walk along the pier is enjoyable and entertaining. In ide, there is
an abundance of unique shops and
exhibits; outside, the lakeshore and
skyline, a well as sculptures, afford
spectacular sights. Or you can peoplewatch while feeling the flow of Lake
Michigan .

Answer:
Question:

The UPS

EARN&
LEARN

Program

up to

000*

with the
UPS Earn & Learn Program.

Education benefits begin your first day of work. It doesn't matter if classes
have already started. Don't miss out. Call UPS today. Work only 3-1/2 to 5 hours.
No weekends. We offer other awesome benefits, too.
To inquire about part-time Package Handler job opportunities
starting at $8.50- $9.50 per hour, call:

1-888-4UPS-JOB
(Access Code: 4622)
www.~oolnlchia•1•

•UPS Elrn llleam Progtam vuidelines apply. Education "tlstanc:e at lhe following UPS
Chic:agoland facilot•: Hodgkins. 1'1'-rine. and downtiMII Chago !Jell•~ Street).

Equal Opportunity Employer
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*Your qualifications are top notch. However,
you don•t m ntion any experience m dtggmg
or chewing up thmgs . •

" I vas se 1ng the girl across the street, but
th n she pulled her urtains shut."

••••••••••••••••••••
I
I
I
d you know .... ? I1
1 Di
I

I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
1
I

by

I

Dennis Lee Thorn

********************
l.

When the first women flight attendants
started working ( 1930) they had to be nurses
and not married? What was the most they
could weight? Can you get the correct answer within five pounds either way?

1
1
1
I
I
1
1
II
I

2.

4.

What king first used his foot for the measure of one foot? (starts with a C)

I
I
I
I
I

5.

Do you know the actor who was nominated
for the most Oscars , but never won one?
(This person ' s initials were R .B .)

3.

D.W. Bliss was an army doctor who looked
after two U.S. presidents who were assassinated? Who were these presidents? Their
initials were A.l. and J.G.
Is an argy-bargy a kind of jacket, a type of
boat, or a lively discussion?

I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
1
I

1
1
I
I
I
1
1
II
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Answers
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Crossword 101
8~

" Allin The Family "
ACKOSS
1 Tepid
5 Treat1es
·~
10 Social group
11
14 Sandwich cookie
i::><t
15 Concerning
16 Pueblo dweller
17 .
we forger·
.,!{,
18 Char1eston. e g
r ~4
19 BBA course
20 Family members
)7
22 Family member
24 Vane initials
25 Extra paycheck
.4 ~
26 Save up
29 Sea bird
\I
30 AlVei' In Paris
34 Underestimates
~ 'I
35 Commotion
36 Not as frosh
·.. ~
37 Mary Todd 's hustand M
38 Family members
40 007's creator
41 Good horseshoe toss
43 Health ins org.
44 Turner and Cole
45 Begin
46 On a pension abtr
47 Pin point again
48Dnll
50 Really cool
51 Family members
54 First Lady Pat's husband
58 Attention gener
59 Pitcher Ryan
61 Director Kazan
62 Que sera
63 Monaco's Princess
64 Golf club
65 Compensates
66 Eye inflammation:.
67 Tennis untts
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1 Pack member
2 Region
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3 Take five
4 Family members
5 San Diego player
6 Arab garments
7 Swindle
8 Univ. of Anzona locale
9 Genrude
author
10 First Fam1ty daughter
11 Locales
12 On top
13 Singer Cro o y
21 Finale
23 Drug raids
25 Family member
26 LIStens anentrvely
21 Satellite path
28 Meadowlands lo r one
~ Harris and Begley. j r
31 Homer ep1c

38 Send on a blind date
39 Paramedic tor short
42 Family members
44 Fam1ly members
46 Vacation spot
47 VCR bunon
49 Jets & Sharks. e g
50 Dancer Grego ry
51 Breathe no1sily
5? Ac1ress Perhna P
53 Eagle s nest
54 PolitiCal contes1
55 Herb
56 Donn or oo ~<
S"' Famtl\· memo ers
60 WorrJ uefo•f' r:IO ""' w · •1.·
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Quolable Quote

32 Way cool '
33
& Young
35 Broadcast
36 No seats available
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by Mark Parisi

Madam Macassa
predictions for March
* **

*

Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20) It's time that you unleashed your creativity.
Now is the time to join the group or organization that you have

*
for so long. Meet new people and have some fun.
Lucky number. 12 Birthstone: Aquamarine Compatible signs: Taurus, Cancer,
Scorpio, Capricorn

·~

[

Aries (Mar.21-Apr. 19) It's the beginning of spring and Aries
represents the latent life-force of the previous cycle tarting to grow.

11

~!j~

Use this energy to renew yourself, be self-assertive, and set in motion
plan to reach your primary objectives.
Lucky number: 1 Birthstone: Diamond Compatible signs: Gemini, Leo. Sagittarius,
J\quarius

*-* -* Taurus (Apr.20-May 20) Taureans appreciate people, culture, and

~~!
!.!:!!~

growth. Your down-to-earth qualities and ability to be totally focused
will win you progress in these areas of endeavor. Enjoy people, share
iheir culture, and grow.
Lucky number: 2 Birthstone: Turquoise Compatible signs: Cancer, Vtrgo, Capricorn,
Pisces
h&ilillii~ I Gemini (May 21..Junel1) Now is a good time 10 travel. You feel fresh

when yw can move around unrestricted mentally and physically.
Refresh your imagination; leave your beeper and cellular phone behind
and seek adventure and amusement.
Lucky number: 3 Birthstone: Carnelian Agate Compatible signs: Leo, Libra. Aquarius,

CHESS

~es

rg'

In Depth

( Sy11<11cated by the US Chess. Federation)

~

With the recent advent of datal> e . numerous publications
have b\>en produced which Imply
p ·w out moves in International
lnfC1rmunt style. There ts ltttle In
the way of verbal explanation to
t>xplam concept .. This Is a reason
why . o many new magazines are
having success by going dee~r
Into games.
One uch young maga1ine L
Cl1e~~ ;\fml. edited by Tim Harding.
II Is a correspondence ch s magazine that has Its own web ~<ite

lisbed.
Lucky number: 13 Birthstone: Moonstooe Compatible signs: Vugo, Scorpio, Pisces,

Leo (July 13-Auall) Others depend on yhou for leadership. Create
ways to pia the position you desire. Others will acknowledge your

abilities and authority if you act now.
number: S Birthstone: Amber Compatible signs: Libra. Sagittarius, Aries,
Ornini

che ~small .com) .

He pick. mtere ting games.
Po tal chess lends ttself to deep

combmatlon • as the following
gam w11l show. We don t have the
space to nnotate It a!\ dt>eply as
H rdmg doe·. o check out his
maqazm
It •~ a MaroC'lv Bind. a dllllcult
position for B·iack be ause of
Wlut ' advantage In pace. It
invo)lves D \111 ~:tst'n, f the US. vs
David l<l our or xotland.

H. n-KIIgour, 1996-1 97
l. e t c:5 2. 1 f3 , c6 3. d i ad4 4.
Nxd4 g6 5. d 8g7 6. Be3 'fG 7.
Llic3 0·0 8. Be2 d

9. 0-0 Rd7 10.

Rei :'llxd4 11. B d4 BeG 12. BdlJ
d7 13. Bxg7 Kxg7 1 i Qd2 aS 15.
Rl'3 hG 16. Rdl ' 5 17. Bbl 'd7?
1 . d5 Rh8?
In ~evcral para raphs t:ls 1
lakes llla,·k to task lor "cle!cndms
• any
I fore h Is ttacked " lnd
pia er on th~ !Jiac:k irle of a Slcll·
tan D len e hould know how

Cancer (Juae ll..July ll) Rely on your feelings and emotional
perception. Your brooding could be dispelled with a heart-to-heart talk
with those who have hurt you. Emotional balance may well be reestab-

a

b

c

d

e

f

a

b

EUen
P Won after 28 .... ••
.. ttack rolling.
19. Kbl Kc8 20. Qe2 b6 21. f4
ReS 22. f5 dS 23. M4 NeS 24. fq6

r

g6

25. Rg3 «5 26. h4 Rc7 27.

Qh5 QfG 28. Rll f4 (\ee dwgramj
29. Rxg~+l
Not

'>0 ohvlous
White~ :ibt move to

You need
under tand
thl" depth of th sacrifice

29.... Kh7
The roo · cannot b ta en . As
Eben points out, 29 . ' g4 30.
Qx 1· lo.
th qu n tmmedl·
ately Iter ny r trent other than
:lO • Kf7" nd 30
K17 lo
to

31. Rf3.
30. RJ3 Qf7 31. . 'g6!1, Black

rc gns.
f.t en not s that Black studied
the poslhon or two w ek before
re lgnin!l.
-Pl?t 7umburro

*.., Vlrao

(Aua %3-Sept ll) You have to analyze everything down to the
• last detail before taking action. Don't be so fault-finding, especially
~ with yourself, and harmony will return.
Lucky number: 24 Birthstone: Agate Compatible signs: Scorpio, Capricorn, Taurus,
r-

Cancer

r- * _.,.
Q!

Libra (Sept 23-0ct 23) Libras are known to make wise decisions

quickly, but you find yourself bound in indecision. Take time out to
ponder and refine your thoughts or you are liable to strike out at that
special someone without reason.
Lucky number: 7 Birthstone: Sapphire Compatible sign : Sagittarius, Aquarius,
Gemini,l..eo
J.:.-~

*-•

*Scorpio (Oct 24-.. ov 21) You are a mixture of contrast · and extremes
!~~-! and there is no middle-of-the-road playing around with you. Be honest
~- ~~ with yourself and others. Express what is bothering you and move on.
Lucky number: 17 Birthstone: Topaz Compatible signs: Capricorn, Pisces. Cancer,
:Vlfgo

Sagittarius (Nov 22-Dec 21) You have your feet on the ground and
your head in the clouds. Give in to your quest for adventure. ex pre s
yourself. and exert your spirited energy. Many stand to learn from you
this month.
Lucky number: 9 Birthstone: Amethyst Compatible signs: Aquariu • Aries, Leo,
Libra

r-*-*
*1/J!

Capricorn (Dec ll..Jan 19) Capricorns have a concern for the welfare

of the community and family this month. Reassure yourself by
gathering friends and family together at a special event. Your fears are
unfounded.
Lucky number: 28 Birthstone: Onyx Compatible signs: Pisces, Taurus, VJrgo, Scorpio
J.-.~~.-~

~

Aquarius (Jan 20-Feb 18) Aquarians' keyword is enlightenment. You
stubbornly envision a future in which everyone treats each other
equally. Ponder the most expedient way to inspire understanding before
you act or your ideas may not be well received.
Lucky number: 29 Birthstone: Gamet Compatible signs: Aries, Gemini, Libra. SagitUUius
·
~

•••••••••••••••••••••
;ts the last projected horoscope in one of the originators' files, March
marks the fi•alappearance of Mtulame Macassa. The authors are greatly
miued. Tlte INNOVATOR wlll guard their identities.
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ACCOUNTING/FINANCE
CLUB
ADV. DAVIDGOROONEX. 4963
PRES. STACY SARGIS
VP.
JENNIE ROOD
SEC.
MELANIE DEVON
TRES. LOREN BULT

~

ClUbs &

Organizations

ACHE

(AMERICAN COLLEGE OF
HEALTIICARE
EXECUfiVES)
ADV. CLEMENTINE COLEMAN EXT.
4916
PRES. MICHELLE HRIDAR

ADV.
4585
PRES.

JAGFNLINGAMNENIEXT
CONNIE SCHMITT

ADVOCACY CLUB
ADV. PEGGY WOODARD EXT.
PRES. ED KAMMER
VP.
CINDY KANSOER
TRES. BERNADINE M. MILLER

ALPHA Pm SIGMA
ADV. WILLIAM TAFOYA EXT. 4022
PRES. CHRIS LINARES
VP.
Vacant
SEC. DAWN TALBOT
TRES. RON GUSTAFSON

ALPHA UPSILON ALPHA
(INTERNATIONAL READING
ASSOCIATION)
ADV. JOANNE ANANIA EXT. 4372
PRES. ANTOINEITE NORRELL
VP.
NANCY SPANIAK
JULIE SCHUBERTII
SEC.
TRES. ROBIN VON THADEN

APICS
(AMERICAN PRODUTION
AND INVENTORY CONTOL
SOCIETY)
ADV.DAVIDPARMENTEREXT. 4961
PRES. JAMES GRANT
VP.
RICHARD EVANS
SEC.
REGINA MALONE
WEB MASTER DENISE DILLON

APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY
ADV.
RACHEL BERG EXT. 4994
PRES. SANDRA HOFFMAN
VP.
MICHAEL SMITH
SEC. LEE CAMPBELL
TRES. LYNNIA MALETZ
CO SEC. DORTHY T. ADEBAYO
ART FORM
ADV. ARTHUR BOURGEOIS EXT.
4012
PRES. JEANNE HURRLE
VP.
ANIA A. REBEIL
SEC.
KELLY A. MUELLER
TRES. JAVIER CHAVIRA

BLACK STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
ADV.
MICHEAL TONEY EXT. 3148
ADV.
GAILLUIZEXT.4100
PRES. TAHilA SMALLING
VP.
PAULL. STOVALL
SEC. BRYON WALLER

em SIGMA IOTA
,..

ADV.
PRES.
VP.
SEC.
TRES.

JON CARLSON EXT. 4840
1ERESAHANNON
REGINAWEAD
CASSANDRA WILSON
JONGINGARS

COMUTER SCIENCE CLUB

,.

YUN-YAU 'SfEVE' SGffi
ADV.
EXT. 4547
PRES. FANGXINGCHEN
VP.
MICHAEL COMER
SEC.
JOHNPANDIS
1RES. VISHALCHERUKU

PHYSICAL THERAPY
STUDENT ASSOCIATION

CRIMINAL JUSTICE

EARLY CHILDHOOD
ASSOCIATION
ADV.
HARIFA TOWNSEND EXT.
436 9
PRES. TARA KING
VP.
GLINDARUIZ
SEC. CARRIE O'MALLY
TRES. DANA GRAHAM

FUTURES TEACHER'S
ASSOCIATION
ADV. KAREN PETERSON EXT.
4377
PRES. TERESA JOYCE
VP.
LINDA ARREDONDO
soc. BErn DWYER

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS ORGANIZATION
ADV.
3087
PRES.
VP.
SEC.
TRES.

ADV.
JOYCE SUGAR EXT. 4842
PRES. ELISA (CHRIS) WEBER
VP.
JAMES DONAHUE
SEC.
REBECCABUTIRON
TRES. DIPIKA JAIN
CHAIRPERSON. CHRISfY
GOODMAN

SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY
COUNCIL
ADV. DAMONKRUG EXT. 5174
PRES. LAURA L. SWAYNE
VP.
CHRISTOPHER B.
SOULSBY
SOC.
DENISESCHROEDER
TRES. KATIILEFN SOSNOWSKI
SOCIAL COMMITTEE KATifl
PATTON

SOCIAL WORK CLUB
ADV.
DR Wll..LIAM BOLINE EXT.
4912
PRES. PRINCESSAVANf
VP.
MARJORIE NEELY
SOC.
RAE SMITII
TRES. SHARONBREYER
CONTACT PERSON KATIIY PETRAK

VRENIMENDOZAEXT.
VIS HAL CHERUKU
MIKITAKEO
HIROKO MASUIKE
KIM PAOLFLLA

LAMBDA PI ETA
ADV.
MICHELE McMASTER
PRES. JIM OOUGHERIY
VP.
JEAN HICKEY
SEC.
LORAINESORI.EY
TREAS. JENNILANGLAND
Scholarship Officer
CINDYKANSOERSCHNEIDER

STUDENT OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPY ASSOCIATION
ADV.
JESSICA PEDERSON EXT.
4135
PRES. LOUISA T. FREDERICK
VP.
KRIS'IF.NL DEYOUNG
SOC.
SARA ANDERSON
TRES. FETIMA DAVIS

DR l.EVINSONEXT.4578
SIKIRAT TIJANI
GLENN GRifFITH
CELESTE ROZIER
VICTORIA PIERCE

EUGFNER BLUE EXT.
REGFNIANOBI£S
DEMAR C. CRISLER
VAIBUEGARDNER
TONYAJONES

NSSLHA (NATIONAL STUDENT SPEECH LANGUAGE
HEARING ASSOCIATION
ADV.
4591
PRES.
VP.
SEC.
SEC.
TRES.

DR JOHN LOWE, ill EXT.
MICHFLEMOHAMMADI
PAULEITE M. CESARIO
DAVID SERAFIN
KRISTEN KALINA
AMYSEUS

VETERANS CLUB
ADV.
MIKE BLACKBURN EXT
4551
PTRD. RON MURRAY EXT 4558
VICE PRES UNDAPRICE
TREAS EDDIE HOWARD SANDERS
SEC
OSCAR W. MARDIS

Club listings are printed as a
courtesy to the students of GSU .
Every effort is made to maintain
accuracy.
Changes to the listings may be
submitted to the INNOVATOR by
intercampus mail, US mail, or slipped
under the newsroom door at A2134.
Corrections will be made upon
receipt.

The INNOVATOR will gladly
advertise club events , space
permttttng .
However, free
advertisement applies to events
only and not to the sales of
merchandise , service , or other
commoditie .
Thank you!

Thanks/

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
••

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF BLACK ACCOUNTANTS,
INC
ADV.
PRES.
VP.
SOC.
TRES.

ADV.
DR ANA KONG EXT. 4083
PRES. JEANHICKEY
VP.
JIM OOUGHERIY
SEC. LOIS BLUME
TRES. LARRY LARSON
Membership Chair:
LARRY LARSON
(219) 663-0922

The INNOVATOR welcomes submissions and understands that the
office and mailbox may not be convenient to find. Though the
INNOVATOR is not an online publication, it can accept submissions at the email address of cyndil @worldnet.att.net. Of course,
submissions can be delivered by snail mail, inter-campus mail, or
slipped under the office door, however, other than meeting announcements of day, date, time, and place, submissions must be on disk
(preferably MS Word 6.0 or lower), PC format (not MAC), and singlespaced using text wrap. Articles not on disk or not following the
aforementioned format cannot be accepted for publication.

MODEL UNITED NATIONS
ADV.
PRES.
VP.
SEC.
TRES.

STUDENTS IN
COMMUNICATIONS

Several positions on the INNOVATOR staff will be.
vacated by the conclusion of the winter trimester.
:

•

•

Anyone Interested in positions on the INNOVATOR•
:staff are invited to apply.
:

••

••

•
••
•

•
•
•••
••

:Applications are available in the INNOVATOR office,:
• A2134 or the Student Life Service Office, A2110.
•

••
••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
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This 'n That
New Student Organization Being Formed

March is
Women's History Month

There is a new on-campus affinity group being
formed at Governors State University for Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual and Transgender students and their allies.
The organization, temporarily called the GLBT
Student Organization, is being formed to provide a welcoming and supporting venue for all those who wish to
visit the issues of sexual orientation and identity. The
group is open to all GLBT students and their allies at
GSU.
"Membership and participation in the group is
not at all indicative of sexual affiliation or orientation,"
says Shae Jan ons, student organizer, "but, to me, it is
indicative of the open and supportive environment we
have at GSU."
Jansons, herself a lesbian mothe; with two chitdren, would especially like to have the group as inclusive as possible, and "support real people leading real
lives."
The organization is currently being formally or-

Don Bell, Special Projects director of Student Life, informing Diane Nadler,
librarian, of upcoming events during the reception honoring Women's History
Month.
The month's activities and events will culminate with the Phenomenal
Women dinner Friday, March 31, honoring the women that play an important role
in the students' lives.
Additional information for the dinner and/or other activities can be obtained by calling X4550.

Strange news ................................... .
Things we don't understand....... .
Two missing space station
oxygen tanks - whose loss NASA
originally blamed on a careless forklift operator - may instead have
been sold as scrap. That's according to Keith Cowing of the independent but highly respected "NASA
WATCH" Web site, who says NASA
"may have actually sold the two ISS
tanks at a surplus
property sale for $50."
Cowing tells UPI he had two
good sources at NASA who confirm
this new conclusion. If true, the
tank may well be retrieved and returned to the International Space
Station project. This a sumes
they've not already been cut up for
scrap.
The accident happened last
month at NASA's Marshall Space
Center in Huntsville, Ala. This is the
main assembly site for most of the
modules to be carried into space
aboard shuttle launchings from
Florida.
NASA insists the tanks were "surplus." But
UPI has learned the tank in fact
would have been used in the assembly of replacement modules made
neces ary by Russia's failure to deliver its own promised units on time.

Sign that today is ending ...... .
Police are trying to find out

why an 84-year-old woman was imprisoned in the back bedroom of a
home in Crossett, Ark., for several
months - if not years - without
someone ever notifying them.
Edith Nimmo was discovered only because her daughter,
Judy Henry, 51, died unexpectedly
last week and paramedics were called
to the home Friday. They heard
Nimmo's cries for help and found her
locked
in the bedroom.
State police believe Henry
was holding her mother captive in
the starkly furnished room. They're
not sure how long the elderly woman
was held there.
Nimmo was treated at a hospital for dehydration and then transferred to St. Vincent Infirmary Medical Center in Little Rock.
The paramedics had been
called by Nimmo's granddaughter,
Connie Henry, 20, who lived in the
home with the other two women,
along with Nimmo's 3-year-old greatgranddaughter. The toddler was
taken into
custody by child welfare officials.
Connie Henry was questioned and then released to her father, who doesn't live in the area.
No charges have been filed against
the woman, who police say may be
mentally ill and unable to understand the conditions her grandmother was living in.

ganized. Any one interested in joining, or needing additional information, can contact the GLBT Student
Organization's staff co-sponsor, Don Bell. Bell can be
reached by e-mail at

d-hcll@~:ovst.cdu,

or by phone at

708/534-4554.

***********Reminder***********
Illinois' Democratic and Republican primary
elections are Tuesday, March 21st.

Don't forget to vote!
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We are now hiring for our upcoming season and we are looking for
responsible individuals that are serious about making money from their
talents.
@

co..

aa-

---

Members of the INNOVATOR staff

* great job opportunity!
*paid training!
*weekends only!
*exciting work environment!
*dependable care required!

Contact Sam Jalouga

...... ,....

.,..,.....,---- - -

773-767-5743

will be presenting at the Third World Conference.
Saturday, March 18th
·
Swissotel
323 E. Wacker Drive
Chicago

Come join us!

Dre.ssing Pimp

VOTE FOR KNOWLEDGE
ON APRIL 3-4, 2000

Claude Robert
Hill, IV.
FOR
ILLINOIS BOARD of
. HIGHER EDUCATION
STUDENT ADVISORY
COMMITTEE

Why Yes, I Do Know Johnnie Ronce
Direct to you from Southern
Califomta (of course) comes the
Daddy nf Style, or ic; that Su~t~r
Daddy'? Whatever. It's a brand new
apparel line that is turning heads and
genemting curiosity amongst college
crowd around the country.
Johnnie Ronce is European ·lang
for pimp, and so. this line of apparel
brings an attitude. style and chari~ma
that allows cvery<:>nc to interpret it in
their own way.
There's Johnnie Roncc "Classic ,"
which combine. idea\ and styles of
the past four decade with some
imprcs. ive design and logo .

'71u.- X9::! 1hirt, "hit h mo. t petJp!t think i\
a rmlw .<!row fn·e·b.:~. tu~f on a wholt.' new
mramng 1• hi.'II a ~flectioll i 1 11.:ar. ~

Johnnie "Interpretations" take on a
whole new attitude in the . bathroom.
For instance, the X92 shirt, which
most people think is a radio show
free-bee, take~ on a whole new
meaning when a reflection i near.
Ant.! finally, there as Johnnie Ron<.:e
"Tour. ," in which the funkiest catle'> m
America are made global, 'uch a
Rough and Ready. CA. Climax. ~11.
and Hngcr\'illc. SC.
:Vtany people 4uest~nn, "Who i
Johnnk: Roncc'!" All the manufadurer
can say is that he is definitely
omconc you know. He ha - be •n
around the American public for year .
Hi . pcr... onality and fa,hion ha\'c bet:n
ct a-. an icon.
So, check it out on the web at:
\\ w w. crt 11 c: n<k ncom m . corn/joh nn te HlllCe,

(IBHE/ SAC)
REPRESENTATIVE

where you get a ta\tc of 'otnc of
Johnnie's tylc~ and de,igns.
By the way. Johnnie is looking for
one group or organization per campu
to help introduce this apparel line by
u ing it as a fundrai cr. Email us at:
crittenden a aba .com.

